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Biography
Saturnia is a Psychedelic Artist from Lisbon, Portugal, a creation of multi instrumentalist producer Luís Simões on
guitar, sitar, bass pedals, theremin, gong, organ, synthesizer, electric piano and mellotron and vocals.
Formed in the mid nineties by Luís Simões, originally intended to be a communal band Saturnia ended up as a oneman album band, making extremely rare live appearances of Luís Simões plus a guest musician.
Luís Simões has been heading Saturnia and recording essentially on his own Saturnia’s eight album discography with
a few selected guests, notably Daevid Allen (Gong), Nik Turner (Hawkwind) and Stefan Koglek (Colour Haze), in a
reclusive, secretive and success-scornful way, with considerable critical acclaim, for over 20 years making Saturnia the
longest running psychedelic Portuguese artist.
Although Saturnia’s debut album was a fusion of classic psychedelia with contemporary electronic rhythms, Saturnia's
present sound retained hardly anything of its early electronic influences and is much in the spirit of traditional late
sixties/early seventies Psychedelic-Space rock-proto Progressive bands; with definite nods to artists like Pulsar, Pink
Floyd, Hawkwind, Can, King Crimson, The Doors, Tangerine Dream and even at times dabs of Weather Report or Ravi
Shankar. Saturnia's stoned trance spiritual music is dominated by layers of synthesizers, organ, guitars or sitar that
weave warm ambiences, alluring effects and drifting melodies around Cool grooves, toped by Simões's soft and
haunting vocals

What has been said about SATURNIA:
“One of the trippiest head bands playing these days”
Aural Innovations

“Highest recommendation to all space travelers and seekers of alternative consciousness.”
Roadburn

“Simões creates a dream within a dream, something wholly surreal”
The Aquarium

“Incredible, undenieable talent”
Pepper Zone

“Saturnia delivers it all. Saturnia is a necessary yang to that order of yin”
StonerRock.com

“Their dub heavy take on the spacerock tip is a fine one”
Space Rock UK

“I'm impressed and completely blown away”
Lowcut magazine

“Saturnia is without doubt one of the best psych rock stoner bands out there”
Corazine

“Happiness and life are two key elements of intellectual richness and Saturnia is the ultimate proof of this”
Stonerock FR

“Magical.”
Tinnitus

“Food for the mind.”
Hellride music

“Imagination is the one weapon in the war against reality.”
Monolith

“Very European, very electronica, very soothing, and very recommended.”
Hellridemusic

“It is music in capitals...”
Noizeland

“Creative and challenging, a true joy to hear.”
Concrete web

“Light up and let go!”
Screaming bloody mess

“Within the genre it is unavoidable. It really hit me.”
A Trompa

“There’s something lysergic in the water in Portugal—fortunately for the populace, multi-instrumentalist Luis
Simões drank it all up.”
Live journal

Discography

Stranded in the Green (2021)
(Sulatron cd/lp)

“The Seance Tapes is
mandatory”
Loud

"The Seance Tapes" offers
the full range of Luís
Simões's work”
RockTimes

“Two decades later
Saturnia are still a
fascinating mistery”
Público

The Seance Tapes (2018)
(Elektrohasch cd/lp)

“I want more 20, or more
20000 light years, or 20000
leagues under the sea. Just
more, simply”
Público

“After the incredible previous “the soft, soulful vocals are
album I thought that they
sublime”
had caught the inspiration in Astral zone
the highest stage! I was
wrong, on this album Luis
Simões continues to invent
amazing psychedelic
rhythms” Gewgaw

The Real High (2016)
(Elektrohasch172 cd/lp)

“There's not a week track in
the set.
Highest recommendation!”

“Another impressive album
“Great album”
by the Portuguese electronic Writing about music
psych act”

Aural Innovations

Clear Spot

“Saturnia have produced a
classic slice of space-rock”

“Muzak is not definitely from “Each and every one of the
this world”
albums ten tracks are

Alpha Omega Alpha (2012)
(Elektrohasch154 cd/lp)

Terrascope

Eclipsed magazine

masterpieces.
Totally mind-blowing stuff”
Psychotropic Zone

Muzak (2007)
(Elektrohasch119 cd/lp)

“Hydrophonic Gardening is a
totally amazing album”

“This trip is truly
indispensable!!”

Psychotropic Zone

Eclipsed magazine

“A work that surprises
redefining the most classical
rules of this genre.
Its abstract beauty casts
instant magnetism”

“This album is simply
brilliant. Incredibly
intelligent and strangely
compelling music at all
times”

Atropos Magazine

The Modern Dance

“Saturnia takes you there.”
Público

Hydrophonic Gardening (2003)
(Elektrohasch 133 cd)

“A psychedelic feast for the
mind”
Aural Innovations

The Glitter Odd (2001)
(Elektrohasch132 cd)

“Saturnia have clearly
“Sound for the dawn of the
discovered (and rediscovered) new millennium.”
Voice
new aural life forms.”
Exposé magazine

Saturnia (1999)
(Elektrohasch131 cd)

“Saturnia are very original
and definitely offer
something different.”
Aural Innovations

Scrapbook
Voice 1999

Eclipsed 2012

Público 2000

Exposé magazine 2001

Diário de Notícias 2003

Blitz 2004

Público 2012

Prog resiste 2007
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